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FOREWORD

"In the conduct of research where humans are the subjects,
the investigator(s) adhered to the policies regarding the
protection of human subjects as prescribed by 45 CFR 46
(Protection of Human Subject)."
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1. Statement of the Problem

' The major aims of this research program are to investigate dose effects
of atropine combined with such stress-related variables as sleep deprivation
and/or moderate pre-dose exercise on cognitive performance and psychophysiology

anof healthy young men. Employing/integrated between-and within-subjects
repeated measures design, the major aim of the second year of work was to
investigate the independent and combined effects of a single intramuscular,
2 mg dose of atropine and one night of sleep deprivation on a battery of
selected physiological variables, self-ratings, and cognitive tasks designed
to be sensitive to each of the two treatments. The cognitive tasks have face
validity for certain in formation -processing jobs likely to be encountered in
contemporary military work. de -

The effects of atropine on most of the physiological variables selected
for this research are well documented but we found no studies of atropine
effects in combination with sleep deprivation.

2. Rationale

From the perspective of military requirements, the research literature
suggests that a relatively small, i.m. dose of atropine (e.g., 2 mg) can
impair cognitive functions that are essential components of a number of field
jobs (e.g., Headley, 1982). Sleep deprivation also causes
impairment on tasks that have military relevance (e.g., Wilkinson, 1969;
Frowein, 1981; Sanders, Wijhen and V. Arkel, 1982). However, we do not know
whether these two treatments have additive or hyperadditive (interactive)
effects on performance.

3. Background and Literature Review

a. Effects of atropine on information processing

Most studies of the effects of cholinergic drugs (and of sleep
deprivation) on psychomotor functions have been task-focused and empirical.
Typically, such research employs a broad-ranging battery of performance tasks,
each of which challenges a variety of skills. Although the profiles of task
scores may differ systematically for different treatments (e.g., different
drugs), precise conclusions about which cognitive functions are differentially
affected by a given treatment are difficult to make. The tasks used in such
studies usually lack theoretical underpinnings and the skill components
represented in the tasks are often too complexly organized for valid functional
analysis.

For the first year of the contract, the present research was also
primarily empirical and task oriented. However, ,the findings from that year,
considered with some relatively recent results and concepts from other
investigators led to hypotheses about specific functional impairments likely
to be observed both for atropine effects and sleep deprivation. These ideas
stem from recent attempts to integrate concepts and data from contemporary
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cognitive psychology to data on the effects of cholinergic drugs and of sleep
loss on information processing. Thus, for cholinergic compounds, Warburton
in his 1977 review concluded that the ascending cholinergic reticular pathways
mediate the recognition and selection of environmental stimuli, while having
little involvement in the selection and organization of responses. Evidence
for these notions came first from animal studies in which cholinergic agonists
such as physostigmine improved signal detection performance (Warburton & Brown,
1972) while cholinolytics, such as scopolamine, disrupted signal-detection
performance (Brown & Warburton, 1971). Analysis of their data, employing
signal detection statistics, showed that scopolamine-induced changes in signal-
detection performance resulted from impaired perceptual sensitivity (d') rather
than altered response criteria (6). Warburton and his colleagues concluded
that central cholinergic blockade disrupts vigilance performance by causing
specific impairment of perceptual sensitivity. Later, Wesnes and Warburton
(1984) showed that 2 compounds, scopolamine and nicotine, which have opposite
effects on central cholinergic pathways, produce opposite effects on visual
signal detection in a high-speed visual information-processing task. Calloway
(1984) employed a serial-stage information-processing theoretical model of
choice reaction-time and Sternberg's (1969) additive-factor method to examine
the effects of several psychotropic chemicals on human performance. Using
information-processing tasks in parallel with event-related brain potentials,
Calloway also concluded that scopolamine differentially impairs perceptual
processes associated with the analysis and encoding of visual information but
that it does not impair certain output processes such as those associated
with response selection and organization. More attention will be given to
serial stage processing models later in this report.

The dichotomy between input (perceptual) and output (response) processing
suggested by these investigators matches the functional distinction between
cholinergic and aminergic neurochemical systems suggested by others. For
example, Vanderwolf and Robinson (1981) proposed that there are two kinds of
input from the reticular activating system to the hippocampus and cortex,
cholinergic and aminergic. They suggest further that the cholinergic system
may have an important role in the mediation of signal identification whereas
the aminergic system may mediate motor preparation and control.

During our first year of work on this project, some of our tasks placed
relatively greater load on perceptual functions such as signal encoding
whereas others put greater load on output functions such as response preparation and
motor control. As could have been predicted from the research cited above,
we found that the tasks which were most sensitive to dose effects (up to
2.0 mg) of atropine were those that loaded perceptual functions such as
signal recognition. One such task required aircraft detection. The subject
was taught to discriminate two aircraft silhouettes, differing slightly in
shape. One silhouette was designated "friendly," th'2 other "enemy."
Failure to "detect and destroy" the enemy target within 700 ms of target onset
resulted in an aversive white flash. False alarms (shooting down friendly
aircraft) resulted in a rather unpleasant buzz. Bonus points, convertible
to cash, accrued for fast and accurate responses. Statistical analyses revealed
a systematic dose effect of atropine on the signal detection statistic d'
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but no drug effect on the so-called "caution" statistic, a. The monotonic
decrease in d' with atropine dose was due both to a decrease in "hits" on
enemy targets and an increase in "false alarms." We concurred with Warburton
and colleagues that atropine impaired signal detection by decreasing perceptual
sensitivity (d') and not by altering response decision criteria (s). Reaction
time in the aircraft detection task was not affected by atropine, probably
because of the deadline procedure employed to control response speed.

Given the results summarized above, we expected to find systematic
atropine effects on a three-dial oddity matching task, either on accuracy or
speed. For our well-practiced subjects, accuracy on this task was very high,
averaging better than 90% in nearly all conditions, indicating that the
oddity matching task as designed was probably too easy. Statistical analysis
revealed a just significant (p. <.04) effect of atropine on accuracy and no
effect of the drug on reaction time. We had again used a deadline procedure
to control performance speed.

In year one, we also employed a 2-dimensional compensatory tracking task
in which the subject, manipulating a joystick, attempted to hold a cursor
within a stationary annulus and cross-hair. The cursor was computer-driven
by a sum of X-Y inputs derived from a complex Lissajous function. Although
overall accuracy was also quite high on this task, tracking error increased
as a monotonic function of atropine dose.

Atropine alone had no systematic effect on another task, interval
estimation. However, when pre-dose exercise was added to the protocol,
errors in interval estimation increased systematically with atropine dose.
For nearly all subjects, the interval-estimation task has an important motor
component because most subjects try to maintain accurate estimation accuracy
by rhythmic movements of the hands or feet. As summarized earlier, the
results of recent studies suggest that with relatively small doses, muscarinic
blockers may not impair motor output functions. However, pre-dose exercise
appears to have increased the potency of atropine for influencing motor output.

Atropine had no effect on mental arithmetic accuracy, a task designed to
load working memory. Furthermore, no atropine dose effects were found after
the introduction of pre-dose exercise on this task. For information processing,
our results in the first year with atropine alone were generally consistent
with the hypothesis put forth by Wesnes and Warburton (1984) and by Calloway
(1984) that antimuscarimic agents cause selective impairment of input
perceptual functions like signal recognition and analysis rather than of output
motor functions like response selection and organization.

b. Atropine effects on physiological variables.

As expected from the work of many others, heart~ rate was extremely
sensitive to atropine, increasing as a function of dose. Pupil diameter also
"increased with atropine but only at the 2 mg dose. Skin conductance decreased
with dose. Pre-dose exercise appeared to enhance the potency of atropine for
affecting autonomic activity. For example, pupil dilation was now found with
a 1 mg dose. In general, these physiological data indicated that we were
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obtaining dose-related pharmacological effects of atropine, all of which
were observed in 30-60 minutes post dose. However, we will report later
that there is a considerable lag between these autonomic effects and the
development of centrally mediated cognitive deficits.

c. Self-Reports

As atropine dose increased in our Year 1 studies, subjects reported
feeling more sleepy and weary. They felt that they were less efficient, more
confused, slower and less steady. Some of them also reported blurred vision
and a sense of dryness. These findings are consistent with self-assessment
data reported by several other investigators. As will be discussed later,
for Year 2 we introduced the multiple sleep latency test which is a direct
measure of sleep tendency (i.e., sleepiness). We intend to compare the self
reports and the sleep latency measures with one another.

d. Effects of sleep deprivation on information processing

There is evidence that sleep deprivation, like atropine, also has
selective effects on information processing. Employing a serial stage theoretical
model of information processing, Frowein et al. (1981) and Sanders et al. (1982)
found that the variable, sleep state (normal or sleep-deprived) interacted
specifically with the effects of two task-related experimental variables,
signal quality and time uncertainty, on choice reaction time. The effects of
two other task-related variables, signal intensity and stimulus-response
compatibility were found to be additive to those of sleep state. The effects
of the task variables among themselves were generally additive.

Where such additivity exists among certain task-related variables, serial
stage theorists infer that each task variable influences selectively a different
stage in the reaction process. Thus, signal intensity, signal quality, stimulus-
response compatibility and time uncertainty are said to influence a stimulus
preprocessing stage, a stimulus identification stage, response selection and
response preparation stages, respectively. If a new experimental variable
such as sleep loss or a drug is found to interact specifically with one or more
task variables but to have additive effects with others, the usual interpretation
is that the new variable and the task variable with which it interacts each
influence the same hypothetical stage in the reaction process. The results
summarized earlier suggest that sleep deprivation slows processing selectively
at two stages in the reaction process, signal identification and response
preparation.

These hypotheses and findings led to some rather specific predictions about
likely performance deficits during the second year of this contract, as follows:

d.1 Like atropine, sleep deprivation should irpair performance on the
aircraft signal detection task and the effects of the two treatments on the
signal detection statistic, d', should be interactive rather than additive.



d.2 In a choice reaction-time task, both sleep loss and atropine
effects should interact with those of the task variable, stimulus quality.
Neither treatment should interact with the task variable, stimulus response
compatibility, but sleep loss effects alone should interact with those of
time uncertainty. Because both sleep loss and atropine cause specific
slowing in a signal analysis/recognition stage, the two treatments combined
should have interactive effects on reaction time.

d.3 If the two treatments, sleep loss and atropine, have interactive
effects on choice reaction time and if each treatment interacts with the
effects of stimulus quality, then we will conclude that both treatments
influence a signal identification stage of information processing. They may
not, however, influence the same functions within that stage. For that
reason it will be interesting to learn whether a significant 3-way interaction
exists between the effects of atropine, sleep loss and the task variable,
stimulus quality.

d.4 The effects of the two treatments, atropine and sleep loss,
should also interact on d' in the auditory signal detection task. However,
previous research by ourselves and others indicates that atropine should not
affect the so-called "caution" statistic B. Whether sleep deprivation will
affect this index of a hypothesized decision strategy remains to be seen.

4. Experimental Methods-for Year 2.

a. Subjects

Thirty-two men in excellent health ranging in age from 19 to 44
volunteered and were accepted into the study. Volunteers were recruited
both by posters placed on college bulletin boards in the Oklahoma City area
and from local employment placement agencies. Before acceptance into the
study, each volunteer was screened for physical and mental health, medical
history and current drug or medication usage. Although no urine tests were
ever administered, each volunteer was asked if he would be willing to undergo
urinalysis to verify that he was drug free. If his answer was "No", he was
niot invited to enter the project.

After reading and signing a consent form approved by our Institutional
Review Board, the volunteer received a standard physical examination conducted
by our physician, Timothy Hill, and an exercise stress test in the laboratory
of Dr. Carl Rubenstein. If the volunteer passed those tests he was scheduled
for a series of practice sessions on the performance battery and for the
experimental sessions involving i.m. atropine (2 mg) or placebo, with or
without sleep deprivation. Volunteers were scheduled in pairs and one member
of each pair was randomly selected for the atropine~condition, the other for
placebo. The experiments were run single blind. A volunteer was guaranteed
a base pay of $50/day for each complete experimental day and could earn up
to $50.00 per experimental day in bonus points for good performance. Practice
sessions were not financially compensated.
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b. Research Environment

The study was conducted at the Oklahoma Center for Alcohol and Drug-
Related Studies which is a research unit of the Department of Psychiatry
and Behavioral Sciences of the University of Oklahoma College of Medicine.
The Center occupies approximately 3,000 sq. ft. of space on the 4th floor of
the Rogers Building located at 800 NE 15th St., Oklahoma City, OK, 73104.
The research staff consisted of Harold L. Williams, Ph.D., Center Scientific
Director, his co-principal investigators, Frank Holloway, Ph.D. and John
Carney, Ph.D. (Pharmacology) and the technical staff, Garnet McLean, M.S.,
Laboratory Manager, L. T. Smith, M.S., Systems Programmer, Kimberly Treas,
Research Assistant, and Clay Reaves, Research Technician; Timothy Hill, M.D.,
Ph.D., and Carl Rubenstein, M.D., served as consultants for the project.

c. The Test Battery

There were 3 subtests in the battery but because of time constraints
they were run 2 at a time. The tests were (1) Aircraft Visual Signal Detection,
(2) Oddity Matching and (3) Auditory Signal Detection.

c.1 Aircraft Signal Detection

On task initiation, 100 randomly located points on the screen
of the Intecolor 800/Graphics computer are presented in red on a black
background. The subject is instructed that these points represent both
friendly and enemy aircraft flying at the perimeter of his video detection
system. During the 15-minute task period, a randomly varying number (20 to
30) of these points, selected at random, are relocated to new randomly
selected points on the screen. At random intervals, from to 2 to 5 seconds,
a red aircraft silhouette is presented head-on. The silhouette appears to
emerge gradually from an enlarging, randomly selected~ point on the screen.
The enlarging point, taking on the shape of an aircraft silhouette, appears
to be an approaching plane. However, whether it is friend or foe cannot yet
be determined. This event nay be a "feint ," in which case the aircraft appears
to approach, but when its wing span reaches 1/2 inch, it turns to one side
or the other and retreats into the background noise. This aborted approach
requires 300 milliseconds and the silhouette remains ambiguous as to type
throughout. These feints are intended as catch trials and we record erroneous
anticipatory responses. If the trial is a complete approach, the silhouette
continues to approach for an additional 225 milliseconds, growing to a 1-inch
wingspan. These displays have visible features which distinguish them as
"Friend" or "Foe."1

If the silhouette is a foe, the subject is to press a "Fire" button
within 700 milliseconds of silhouette onset. If he succeeds, the target
explodes in yellow and a correct detection (Hit) is recorded. If he fails
to fire within the 700 millisecond deadline, the foe "fires" at him, i.e.,
the screen flashes white for 250 milliseconds, and an error of omission is
recorded. If the silhouette is a friend, the subject is to withhold fire.
If he does so, the friend will turn away. A correctly withheld response is
then recorded. If he fails to hold fire, the friendly target explodes in blue
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and an error or commission (False Alarm) is recorded.

The ratio of feints to complete approaches is 2:1 and the probability
of friend is 0.5. The dependent variables are the signal detection
statistics, d' and , percent Hits and percent False Alarms the number
of anticipatory errors and reaction tine.

At the beginning of the year, we recorded EEG during this task but found
that eye movement and other artifacts were too numerous for valid recording.

c.2 Auditory Vigilance

With eyes closed, the subject hears a randomly ordered series
of tone pings composed of 5 different pitches (850, 1000, 1150, 1300 and 1800 Hz),
the lowest of which is the target ping. The subject is to press a button as
quickly as possible to the target ping. The interstimulus interval for the
nontarget ping is 2 seconds. When the target ping occurs, the subsequent
ping follows the subject's response by 2 seconds. The deadline for responding
is 1 second. There are 48 randomly occurring target pings per 7.5 minute
block and there are 4 blocks per session. Thus, the task lasts for about 30
minutes. The response variables are d', B3, Hits, False Alarms and reaction
time. EEG is recorded throughout the task and will be analyzed off line in
a search for EEG predictors of performance breakdown.

c.3 Oddity Matching

This task and task-related experimental variables are designed
to test hypotheses about the specific effects of atropine and sleep loss on
stages in a serial stage theoretical model of information processing. The
subject is presented with a series of displays composed of 4 dials arranged
in a square. Each dial contains a pointer, one of which points in a different
direction than the other three. The subject is to identify the odd pointer,
lift his finger from a center button (reaction time) and move it one centimeter
to press the designated one of 4 buttons also arranged in a square as fast as
he can (motor time). There are 3 orthogonally programmed task variables, each
targeted upon a different hypothetical stage in the reaction process. These
are Display Quality (to influence target identification), Stimulus-Response
Compatibility (to influence response selection), and Time Uncertainty (to
influence response preparation). Low display quality is produced on half the
trials by superimposing a random-dot mask over the screen. Low stimulus-
response compatibility (SRC) is produced on half the trials by altering the
rule for mapping of the motor response on the stimulus, In the low SRC
condition, the subject is to respond on the button located one step clockwise
from the spatial location of the stimulus. Low time certainty is produced on
half the trial blocks by varying the interstimulus interval from 1 to 3 seconds.
This task is experimenter-paced but does not employ a deadline procedure.
There are 4 blocks of trials (2 with regular, 2 with variable ISIs) and the
total time on task is about 18 minutes.

The Compensatory Tracking/Interval Estimation Task planned for the second
year was dropped because of time constraints.
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d. The physiological measures

These measures include heart rate, systolic,diastolic and mean blood
pressure, pupillary diameter measured from photographs of the light-adapted
eye, multiple sleep-latency tests and the electroencephalogram. The cardio-
vascular measures were taken before and after each performance cycle.
Photographs of the eye were taken at the end of each performance cycle.

Sleep latency was assessed 3 times a day, following each performance
cycle. Sleep onset was defined as the appearance of one uninterrupted minute
of EEG Stage I (Rechtschaffen and Kales, 1968). Stage 1 onset was defined by
recordings from scalp locations Oz and Cz referred to the linked earlobes.
For subjects with little or no waking alpha rhythm, the electrooculogram was
also recorded in order to observe the slow eye movements usually found at
Stage 1 onset. The tape recorded electroencephalogram, recorded continuously
during the auditory vigilance task, was taken from three scalp derivations, Oz,
Pz and Cz. The recordings will be analyzed off line for possible EEG predictors
of upcoming processing errors.

e. Self Ratings

Before and after each of the three task cycles, the subject assessed
his state on a set of 40 items, 29 of which were bipolar adjectives like
DROWSY-ALERT. The item list is the same as that used in Year 1 of this contract.

f. Overall Design

The second-year plan called for investigation of the independent and
combined effects of a single dose of atropine (2 mg) and a night of sleep
deprivation on performance. The design was an integrated between-subjects
(Drug), within subjects protocol in which 2 volunteers participated each week.
One volunteer was randomly selected for the atropine doses, the other for
placebo. The experiment was run single blind.

f.l The research design is an ABCA where A = baseline, B = atropine
sulphate (2 mg) or normal saline administered i.m. in the thigh, and C =
atropine plus one night of sleep deprivation. The order of treatments B and
C was counterbalanced across subjects. Typically, a pair of volunteers
reported to the laboratory Tuesday evening at 1900 for practice on the performance
tasks. They practiced two full task cycles on Wednesday and slept in the
laboratory Wednesday night. Thursday was baseline day Al. Depending on the
counterbalanced design, the subjects were either sleep deprived or not on
Thursday night, remaining all night in the laboratory in either case. Again,
depending on counterbalancing, Friday was either B (drug alone) or C (drug +
sleep loss). The two volunteers were escorted home Friday afternoon and were
off until Sunday evening. They were either sleep deprived or not Sunday night
so that Monday was either session B or C. They slept in the laboratory Monday
night and Tuesday was the final baseline session, A2.

I



f.2 Session Schedule

as ollws:For a full laboratory session, the schedule of events was typically

0630 hrs. Wake up
0700 Breakfast
0730 Physiological recording harness attached
0800 Physiological recording (heart rate, blood

pressure and Mood Assessment)
0810 Performance Test Cycle #1. Aircraft Signal Detection,

Auditory Vigilance, Oddity Matching (counterbalanced order)
0940 Photograph of the eye, Sleep Latency Test
1000 Physiological recording and Mood Assessment
1010 Recess while other subject ran
1130 Atropine or placebo injection
1200 Physiological recording, photograph of the eye

and Mood Assessment
1210 Test Cycle #2
1340 Photograph of the eye, Sleep Latency Test
1400 Physiological recording and Mood Assessment
1410 Lunch Break
1545 Physiological recording and Mood Assessment
1555 Test Cycle #3
1725 Photograph of the eye, Sleep Latency Test
1745 Physiological recording and Mood Assessment

5. Results

A. Performance Tasks

A.1 Aircraft Signal Detection

A.l.a Effects of Sleep Deprivation

Table 1 displays means and standard deviations for the aircraft
signal detection task. Note that the columns represent days within drug groups
and the major rows cycles within days. For convenience, days Al, B, C, and A2
are numbered 1, 2, 3 and 4. For the hypotheses that both atropine and sleep-
deprivation should impair perceptual sensitivity, the response variable of
greatest interest is the signal detection statistic d'. Recall that cycle 1
testing occurred prior to injection of drug or placebo, and that on day C (labeled
3 in Table 1), cycle 1 testing followed a night of sleep deprivation. As can
be seen in Table 1, the average d' score in cycle 1 decreased on day 3 in both
the atropine and placebo group. Note also the decrease in Hits, the increase
in False Alarms and the absence of a systematic effect of sleep loss on 8 or
reaction time. These trends are generally as predicttd for this task. To test
for significant sleep loss effects, we computed the difference score
Day 4 +~ Day 2 - Day 3 on each response variable for each subject, on cycle 1

2
scores only, and tested the mean difference score with to for
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correlated means. As predicted, the effect of sleep deprivation on d' was
significant (to = 5.6, df = 31, p <.001) as were also the effects on Hits
(t = 3.7, p <.001) and False Alarms (t = -3.8, p <.001). Figure 1 illustrates
the effect-of sleep deprivation on d'T The mean difference score for Bwas
also statistically significant but perusal of the means in Table 1 reveals
that this apparent sleep loss effect is spurious. Note, for example, that
in the atropine group, 6showed a large drop from average daily values on day 4
(final baseline) and that in the placebo group, there was a large drop on day 2.
In neither group was there any marked change during sleep deprivation (day 3).
As expected with the deadline procedure employed here, sleep loss had no
significant effect on average reaction time in cycle 1.

A.l.b Atropine Effects on Performance

Atropine (2 mg) or placebo (normal saline) were injected on day 2
and day 3 between test cycle 1 and cycle 2. The injection occurred about 40
minutes prior to cycle 2. Because for some response variables, practice effects
were evident through all four days, we decided to use only the day 2 data to
assess the main effects of atropine. Table 1 shows that for the atropine group,
d' scores decreased systematically through test cycles 2 and 3, whereas for the
placebo group they remained approximately constant. Hits declined in both the
atropine and placebo conditions, but the decrease was greater in the atropine
group. False alarms increased in both groups from cycle 1 to cycle 3, but the
increase was greater in the atropine group. As expected, neither nor reaction
time show systematic effects of atropine. Two-way (drug x cycle) analyses of
variance for the day 2 data revealed significant drug x cycle interaction effects
for d' (F2,30= 3.5, p <.05) and for False Alarms (F2,30 = 3.4, p <.05) but not
for Hits (F2 ,30 = 0.95, p <.40). There were no significant interaction effects
for or reaction time. Duncan's multiple range tests in the atropine group
showed that the deficits in d' and Hits became significant only in cycle 3.
For this reason we used only the cycle 1 and 3 data in further analyses of
simple main effects. One-way analyses of variance within the atropine group,
on day 2 (cycle 1-cycle 3) revealed significant effects for Hits (f,15= 9.1,
p <.01), False Alarms (F1,1 5 = 8.1, p <.02) and d' (FI, 1 5= 11.4, p <.01.
Similar analyses of simple main effects in the placebo group revealed no signi-
ficant effects of cycle. Figure 2 illustrates the effects of atropine on d'
for both day 2 and day 3 (cycle 1-cycle 3).

These results support the hypothesis that atropine, like sleep loss,
impairs perceptual functions associated with signal recognition (d') but does
not alter response decision strategies indexed by the signal detection statistic,

A.l.c Effects of Atropine and Sleep Deprivation Combined

On day 3 all subjects had been sleep deprived and half the group
received atropine. As seen in Table 1, the signal detection statistics show
evidence of increasing impairment over test cycles on day 3 in the atropine
group but not in the placebo group. Two-way (drug x cycle) analyses of variance
on day 3 revealed significant drug x cycle interaction effects for d' (F2 ,30 = 9.7,
p <001), Hits (E2, 30= 4.8, p <.02) and False Alarms (F2,30

= 5.8, p <.01T.
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There were no significant interaction effects involving or reaction time.
Analyses of simple main effects using Duncan's multiple range test showed
that the atropine-related deficits in the signal detection statistics
reached statistical significance only in test cycle 3. There were no effects
of cycle on reaction time or a.

In Figure 2, the average cycle 1-cycle 3 difference scores for the atropine
condition are actually smaller on day 3 (sleep deprivation) than on day 2. This
may be due to a floor effect for these scores. Performance in cycle 1 on day 3
was already impaired by a night of sleep deprivation. A two-way (drug x day)
analysis of variance on the difference scores (cycle 1-cycle 3) found no
significant drug x day interaction effects either for d' or for Hits.

A.2 Auditory Vigilance

A night of sleep deprivation and/or a 2mg dose of atropine each
resulted in decreased d' scores on the Aircraft Signal Detection Task, with
no systematic changes in the so-called "caution" statistic, . These findings
are consistent with the hypothesis that both atropine and sleep loss specifically
impair perceptual sensitivity. However, the results do not inform us as to
whether the atropine effects on aircraft detection are due primarily to
peripheral impairment of visual acuity or to impairment of more central
perceptual functions. It is well known that systemically administered atropine
in doses of 2mg or more can cause both increased pupil size and paresis of
accommodation (Headley, 1982). Our own data from Year I of this contract
confirm the dose effects of atropine on pupil diameter. However, Baker and
colleagues (1983), employing an atropine dose of 2mg per 70 kg body weight,
found no effect of the drug on visual acuity for distant targets, three meters
from the eye, nor was there impairment of performance on a visual search task
where the display screen was 70cm from the eye. Since our display screen for
the aircraft detection task is about 1 meter from the subject, we suspect that
our atropine effects were due to central rather than peripheral effects.

The auditory vigilance task was included in the battery as a partial check
on the notion that atropine effects on visual signal detection were due to
impairment of central perceptual functions. Note, however, that this is not
a strong test of the hypothesis. Thus, although a finding that atropine
impairs auditory signal detection would be consistent with the hypothesis of
central mediation, it is possible that atropine also alters peripheral auditory
functions. Regardless of interpretation of the data, however, it is important
to learn whether atropine at 2mg does impair auditory signal detection, and
whether the effects of atropine interact with those of sleep deprivation.

Recall that the stimuli for the auditory vigilance task are a randomly
ordered series of "pings" composed of 5 different pitches, the lowest of which
is the target ping. The interstimulus interval is 2 seconds with 48 target
pings per 7.5 minute-block and 4 blocks per session. Th.- subject monitors
the stimuli with eyes closed and is instructed to press a button as quickly
as possible to each occurrence of the target ping. The response variables are
the signal detection statistics, d' and 6 , percent hits and false alarms and
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reaction time. Since the task lasts about 45 minutes, it was scheduled for
only 2 performance cycles, one before and one about 3 hours after the drug
dose.

Table 2 displays means and standard deviations for the auditory vigilance
task. The 4 columns under each day represent trial blocks. Scores in the
top half of the table are from the atropine subjects and placebo scores are
shown in the second half.

A.2.a Effects of Sleep Deprivation on Auditory Vigilance

Perusing the means for cycle 1 in Table 2 (both atropine and placebo),
one finds the same trends for the auditory vigilance task as were observed in
the aircraft signal detection task. That is, compared to scores on day 2 and
day 4, those on day 3 (sleep deprivation) show deficit. The signal detection
statistics d' and Hits decrease on day 3 while False Alarms increase. The
"caution" statistic, a, shows no systematic change on day 3. In the placebo
group but not in the atropine group, mean reaction time does appear to increase
on day 3.

To assess the effects of sleep deprivation on auditory vigilance performance,
cycle 1 scores on day 3 were compared with those for day 2 + day 4, averaged.
A 2(day) x 4(block) analysis of variance on each response variable revealed
significant sleep loss effects on d' (F .18= 42.8. p <.001), Hits (F1,1 8 = 46.7,
p <.001) and False Alarms (I,18 = 21.1, p <.001). Sleep loss had no signi-
ficant effect on reaction time or on the "caution" statistic, .

Time on task (block) had no significant effects on d', False Alarms or
Reaction Time but Hits decreased significantly (F3,1 7 = 5.0, p <.05) and 6
increased (F3,17 = 5.2, p <.05) over blocks, the largest changes occurring
between blocks 1 and 2. Surprisingly, there were no significant sleep loss
x blocks interaction effects on any of the response variables. The effects of
sleep deprivation and time-on-task are usually hyperadditive. Figure 3
illustrates the main effect of sleep deprivation on d'. Note the decline in
performance on day 3.

A.2.b Effects of Atropine on Auditory Vigilance

As can be seen in Table 2, vigilance performance tends to decline in
cycle 2, after the atropine dose on day 2. However, a 2(drug) x 4(blocks)
analysis of variance on the difference scores (cycle 1-cycle 2) for day 2
found no significant effects of either atropine or time-on-task on any of the
response variables. A similar analysis of drug effects on the day 3 scores
did reveal significant atropine effects on d' (FI, 1 8= 5.9, p <.05)and Hits
(F1 ,1 8 = 4.8, p<.05). There were no significant drug effects on the other
response variables.

These results suggest that atropine effects on auditory vigilance are
observed only after performance has already been degraded as in the sleep
deprived state. They imply a hyperadditive interaction between the effects
of atropine and sleep loss. However, the day x drug interaction effect was
not statistically significant for any of the response variables.
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Figure 4 shows mean d' scores (cycle 1-cycle 2) for days 2, 3 and 4 in
the two drug conditions. Note that on days 2 and 3, the atropine group
showed progressive impairment in cycle 2. On day 4, their performance
improved in cycle 2. Day 2 performance by the placebo group also improved
in cycle 2 and showed no systematic time-of-day effect on day 3.

To summarize, a night without sleep caused systematic impairment of
auditory signal detection performance. The decline in Hits and increase in
False Alarms were due to impairment of perceptual sensitivity (d') rather
than to a change in response decision criteria (a).

Time on task (block) was associated with decreased Hits and increased ~
but d' was not affected. This is a common finding in the literature on
vigilance tasks (Broadbent, 1971). Sleep loss x time-on-task interaction
effects are also commonly found (Sanders, 1983) but were not obtained in this
study. The reasons for this negative result are not apparent in the data.

A 2mg dose of atropine caused small decreases in d' and in Hits in the
auditory task which became statistically significant only in the sleep-deprived
state. This trend toward a drug x sleep deprivation interaction effect was
not quite statistically significant. We should note here that such trends
will probably become significant as the sample sizes increase. The data
reported above are based on only 10 subjects in each group.

A.3 Oddity Matching Task

This is a relatively high speed visual, 4-choice information pro-
cessing task in which reaction time and motor time are the most important
response measures. Recall that the stimuli consist of 4 dials arranged in
a square, each containing a pointer, one cf which is oriented in a different
direction from the other 3. After detecting the odd pointer, the subject
lifts his index finger from a center button (reaction tine) as fast as possible
and depresses a designated button located in one of 4 positions, also arranged
in a square and oriented around the center button. Each response button is
located 1cm from the center button. The movement from the center to the
designated button provides a measure of ballistic motor time.

In an effort to specify the effects of atropine and sleep deprivation on
the reaction process, we employed 3 task-related experimental variables: Signal
Quality, Stimulus-Response (S-R) Compatibility and Time Uncertainty. In normal
subjects, the effects of these variables on mean reaction time are additive
(Sanders, 1983). Employing additive factor methods, advocates of serial-stage
processing models infer that these task-related variables influence 3 different
hypothetical stages in the reaction process. Thus, low signal quality selectively
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slows performance in a stage associated with signal identification, low S-R
compatibility slows a response choice stage and low time certainty impairs
performance in a motor adjustment (motor preparation) stage.

A.3.a Effects of sleep deprivation on Oddity Matching

Table 3 contains mean cycle 1 scores on days 2, 3 and 4 for
several response variables in each condition of each task-related experimental
variable. Note that mean reaction time, the mean standard deviation of
reaction time and motor time all tend to increase with sleep deprivation (Day 3).
For analysis of sleep deprivation main effects, we computed the difference
score Day 2 + Day 4 - Day 3 for each subject on each response variable in

2
cycle 1 only. The mean differences were tested for statistical significance.
Using the t-test for correlated means sleep loss caused significant increases
in mean reaction time (t = 5.0, p < .001), mean standard deviation of reaction
time (t = 4.6, p <.001) and mean motor time (t = 2.1, p< .05) but the increase

in percent errors was not quite significant at the .05 level (t = 1.9, p <.06).

From the perspective of serial stage models of the reaction process, the
response variable of greatest interest is mean reaction time. Previous work
by others (e.g., Sanders, 1983) predict hyperadditive effects between sleep
deprivation and 2 task-related variables, stimulus quality and time uncertainty
on mean reaction time. The effects of sleep loss and SR compatibility should
be additive. A 2(stimulus quality) x 2(SR compatibility) x 2(time uncertainty)
analysis of variance was performed on the difference scores (D2 + D4 - D3) for

2
mean reaction time. Sleep deprivation did show hyperadditive interaction
effects on mean RT with the task variable signal quality (E1,2 9 = 23.6, p <0001).
However, its effects were additive with both S-R compatibility and time
uncertainty. Figure 5 illustrates the interaction between sleep deprivation
and stimulus quality on mean reaction time. For the remaining response variables,
the effects of each task variable were additive to those of sleep deprivation.

In summary, as anticipated from Sandeis (1983), the effects of sleep
deprivation on choice reaction time were considerably enhanced in the condition
of low signal quality. However, the anticipated sleep loss x time uncertainty
interaction effect was not found. Sleep deprivation also had significant main
effects on reaction time variability and mean motor time but for these other
response variables, there were no significant interaction effects involving the
task-related experimental variables. From a theoretical perspective, the
implication of the findings' with reaction time is that one locus of sleep loss
effects is an input processing stage involved in signal recognition, a stage
that Sanders (1983) labeled "Feature Analysis."

The sleep loss x time uncertainty interaction effect found earlier by
Sanders (1983) was consistent with the hypothesis that sleep deprivation also
influences a motor adjustment stage in the reaction process. Our failure to
find a similar interaction may be related to the fact that our time uncertainty
variable had rather weak main effects on reaction time. In any case, the fact
that sleep loss did cause slowing in ballistic motor speed is consistent with
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the notion that sleep deprivation impairs motor adjustment.

A.3.b Effects of Atropine on Oddity Matching

Tables 4 and 5 contain means and standard deviations of the
atropine and placebo groups for each task cycle in each condition on day 2
(atropine alone) and day 3 (atropine plus sleep deprivation). Recall that
task cycle 1 occurred prior to injection of atropine or placebo. From the
perspective of a serial stage model of the reaction process, the response
variable of greatest interest is again mean reaction time. For day 2 (Table 4),
perusal of the RT scores of the atropine group reveals no marked overall drug
effect. However, hyperadditive Drug x Signal Quality interaction trends can
be seen, particularly in the cycle 3 data. Thus, for the atropine group, the
effects of Signal Quality on reaction time increase from about 570 ms in cycle 1
to about 600 ms in cycle 2 and to approximately 660 ms in cycle 3 at about
4 hours post dose. No such time-of-day trend occurs in the placebo group.
These data suggest that atropine did affect mean reaction time but only in the
presence of low signal quality.

To examine these trends statisticilly, we first computed the cycle 1-
cycle 3 difference score for each subject on each response variable, combining
across levels of the task-related variables. T-tests for independent means
were then used to compare the atropine with the placebo scores. Overall drug
group differences on the response measures listed in Table 4 were not statistically
significant for any response variable.

Employing the same cycle 1-cycle 3 difference scores, we then conducted a
2(Signal Quality) x 2(S-R Compatibility) x 2(Time Uncertainty) analysis of
variance within the atropine group for each of the response variables in Table 4.
A drug x task variable interaction effect would now appear as a significant
main effect of the task variable. Signal Quality proved to have a significant
effect on the mean reaction time difference score (F1, 14 = 7.2, p< .02). There
were no other significant main effect or interaction effects involving the
remaining response variables or the other task-related experimental variables.
A similar analysis on cycle 1-cycle 3 difference scores in the placebo group
revealed no significant main effects or interactions for any response variable.

The scores in Table 5, obtained in the sleep deprived state (day 3) do
suggest an atropine main effect on mean reaction time. Thus, the median of
the mean reaction time scores increased from about 1200 ms in test cycle 1 to
about 1400 ms in cycle 2 and to 1650 ms in cycle 3. In the placebo group, the
corresponding median scores are about 1340, 1320 and 1270 ms for cycles 1, 2
and 3, respectively. Again, it appears that atropine does cause slowing of
mean reaction time, but only when performance has been degraded by certain other
conditions such as poor signal quality or sleep deprivation. These latter
trends suggest a hyperadditive interaction betweee the effects of atropine and
sleep deprivation. The trends in Table 5 also suggest that the drug x signal
quality interaction effect on mean reaction time will again prove significant.

To analyze these effects, we first performed 2(Drug) x 2(Signal Quality)
x 2(S-R Compatibility) x 2(Time Uncertainty) analyses of variance on the
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cycle 1-cycle 3 difference scores for each response variable. The effect of
atropine on mean reaction time was significant (F1,2 8 = 13.5, p <.001), as was
the drug x signal quality interaction effect (F1 ,28= 10.1, p <.004). There
were no significant main effects or interactions involving any task related
variables on any of the other response variables listed in Table 5.

At this point our analyses have shown that both sleep deprivation and
atropine effects interact hyperadditively with those of signal quality on
mean reaction time in the Oddity Matching Task. Moreover, trends in the data
suggest a similar Drug x Sleep Deprivation interaction effect. It will be
interesting, therefore, to know whether there is a significant 3-way interaction
among these variables.

Adding day to the analyses as a 5th experimental variable, we performed
another set of analyses of variance on the cycle 1-cycle 3 difference scores
for each response variable. For mean reaction time, the main effect of
atropine was significant (F1 ,2 8 = 10.4, p <.004 ) as were the drug x day
(F1,2 8 = 8.5, p<.007) and the drug x signal quality (F1 ,2 8 = 6.7, p <.05)
interaction effects. There was no trend toward a significant 3-way interaction
between the effects of atropine, sleep deprivation and signal quality on mean
reaction time (F <1.0). Figure 6 illustrates these findings for the atropine
group. Note that since mean reaction time tends to increase after atropine,
the cycle 1-cycle 3 difference scores tend to be negative. The 2-way interaction
between atropine and signal quality can be seen on both day 2 and day 3, with
atropine having no effect at all in the condition of good signal quality on
day 2. On day 3, however, with performance already degraded by sleep deprivation,
atropine slows reaction time by about 150 ms even when signal quality is good
and by about 230 ms when signal quality is poor. Thus, Figure 6 illustrates
the 2-way hyperadditive interaction effects between atropine and signal
quality on the one hand and atropine and sleep deprivation on the other. The
figure also illustrates the absence of any trend toward a 3-way interaction
effect among the experimental variables.

B. Self Ratings

Mood assessment was done 6 times a day, twice before and 4 times after
injection. After the atropine doses on days 2 and 3, there were significant
increases in reported sleepiness, drunkenness, and dizziness. With atropine,
subjects also reported that they felt less efficient, less able to attend,
slowed, and less able to think. Some of these same items also showed signifi-
cant effects of sleep deprivation. Thus, sleep deprived subjects reported
that they felt less able to sustain attention and to think clearly. Surprisingly,
there was no significant main effect of sleep loss on reported sleepiness,
slowing or efficiency. For most of the atropine-sensitive items there were
significant 3-way, day x drug x time-of-day interaction effects. Analyses of
simple effects found evidence for drug x sleep deprivation interaction effects
on Sleepiness (p <.04), Drunkenness (p<.04), Efficiency (p<.02), Ability
to Think (p <.003) and on 2 other items, Dizziness and Discomfort. Insofar
as these asssessments reflect motivation and morale they show that the negative
effects of atropine are significantly enhanced in the sleep deprived state.
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C. Physiological Variables

C.l Autonomic Measures

Table 6 contains mean scores on heart rate, systolic and diastolic
blood pressure and pupil size. Cycle 1 measurements occurred prior to drug
injection and the recordings labeled "Pre 2"1 took place about 30 minutes
after injection. Comparing the cycle I scores for day 3 (sleep deprived)
with those of the other days, it is clear that a night of sleeplessness had
no systematic effects on any of the autonomic variables. However, as expected
from our own previous work and that of many other investigators, atropine
caused increases in heart rate and pupil size. In the atropine group, shown
on the left half of Table 6, heart rate accelerated from about 6S BPM in
cycle 1 to about 89 BPM following injection. At the end of testing (about
1745) mean heart rate was still about 8 to 10 BPM above the morning baseline.
Note also that on both day 1 and day 4 (baseline) the atropine group had
accelerated heart rates from middle to late afternoon. This same diurnal
afternoon acceleration is seen on all 4 days in the placebo group. Taking
account of this afternoon shift , it is clear that by late afternoon the atropine
induced tachycardia had subsided almost to baseline levels. As expected from
these trends, the effect of atropine on heart rate was highly significant
(F = 26.8, p <.001), the diurnal effects in the placebo group were also highly
significant (F = 41.0, p <.001), but the atropine effects were significantly
greater than these baseline diurnal changes. For the 3-way interaction
among drug, day and cycle, the F = 18.4, pa<.001.

Following atropine injection on days 2 and 3 (left half of Table 6),
pupil diameter had begun to increase at about 30 minutes post injection (Pre 2),
reached peak diameter about 2 1/2 hours post injection, and remained considerably
above baseline levels at the end of the afternoon. In the placebo group
(right half of Table 6), there appear to be no systematic diurnal effects.

and the Duncan's Multiple Range Test, performed within the atropine group,

showed that all of the post-injection pupil diameters were significantly
larger than those in the morning baseline.

Blood pressure has usually not been sensitive to 2mg atropine, at least
in rested subjects. As expected, mean systolic blood pressure, Table 6, shows
no trends either with atropine or for diurnal effects, and analysis of variance
found no significant changes in systolic pressure either with sleep loss,
atropine or recording cycle. However, the mean diastolic pressures shown in
Table 6 do appear to increase following atropine injection on both day 2 and
day 3. On day 2, mean diastolic pressure rises from 74 to 77 mm Hg at about
30 minutes, remains at 77 for at least 90 minutes (post-2) and then subsides
to baseline levels. The same pattern is seen on day 3. No such trends occur
in the placebo group. As anticipated from these trelids, the day x cycle
interaction effect proved statistically significant (F =13, L <.001). Duncan's
range tests within the atropine and placebo groups showed a significant
increase in diastolic pressure following atropine injection which declined
to baseline levels by mid afternoon. This signiticant change occurred oni both
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day 2 and day 3. Baker et al (1983), employing 10 male subjects, found
similar trends in diastolic blood pressure following an i.m. dose of 2mg/7Okg
atropine, but the post-injection increase was not statistically significant.

C.2 Multiple Sleep Latency Test

Since subjects do complain of drowsiness and fatigue following
atropine injection, it is of interest to know whether a direct measure of
sleepiness (sleep tendency) is sensitive to atropine effects and whether
atropine and sleep loss have hyperadditive effects on sleepiness. The multiple
sleep latency test used here is a modification of the method described by
Carskadon and Dement (1982). Using the EEG (and EOG where necessary), sleep
onset latency defined as 1 minute of stage 1 was measured once before drug
injection at about 094S and twice following the 1130 drug injection at about
1345 and 1730.

Table 7 shows mean sleep latencies in the atropine and placebo conditions.
The times of testing given above are referenced as a.m., noon and p.m. On
day 1 (baseline) both of the treatment groups show declining sleep latencies
(increasing sleepiness) through the day. On day 2, the decrease in sleep latency
appears to be greater following atropine than following placebo. On day 3,
as expected, subjects are quite sleepy at the morning run. Compared to placebo
on day 3, atropine again seems to have increased sleepiness.

Analysis of variance on the scores from the placebo group revealed a
significant effect of day (F3,1 1= 16.9, R <.001), which represents the very
systematic effect of sleep loss on day 3. There were no other significant
effects in the placebo group. If the atropine-related changes in means seen
in Table 7 reflect systematic increases in sleepiness, then we should find a
significant 3-way, drug x day x time-of-day interaction effect and we do (F = 6.0,
p<.05). For the atropine group on both day 2 and day 3, sleepiness increases
after injection. lhere are no significant time-of-day trends in the placebo
group.

These results are consistent with the self-report data previously
summarized. Atropine, like sleep deprivation, causes increased sleepiness
which can be registered as a reduction in sleep latency. Moreover, the
analyses of simple main effects derived from the significant drug x day x
time-of-day interaction strongly suggest hyperadditive effects of atropine
and sleep loss on sleep tendency.

6. Discussion

The results from the performance tasks provide findings that are directly
concerned with the loci of effects of atropine and sleep deprivation upon
information processing. First, atropine and sleep deprivation impaired the
recognition and selection of visual and auditory signal's. In both the aircraft
signal detection task and the auditory vigilance task, these effects were
found on d', the index of perceptual sensitivity and not on B, the index of
response criterion. Second, in the Oddity Matching Task with mean reaction
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time as the response variable, patterns of additivity and interaction among
atropine effects, sleep deprivation and the task-related experimental
variables provided evidence that both atropine and sleep deprivation selectively
influence the same stage in the reaction process. That is, each treatment
had hyperadditive interaction effects with the task variable, signal quality
and simple additive effects with the other 2 task variables, S-R compatibility
and time uncertainty. The task variable signal quality is targeted on a
hypothetical stage in the signal identification process that Sanders (1983)
labeled feature extraction. Third, although both atropine and sleep
deprivation appear to cause selective slowing in a signal processing stage,
they may not influence the same functions within that stage. If atropine
and sleep deprivation impaired the same processes within a stage, then one
would expect to find a significant 3-way interaction involving signal quality.
There was no trend toward such a 2nd-order interaction effect. Fourth, the
effects of 2mg of atropine on cognitive performance are subtle and delayed.
Whereas strong atropine effects were found on the autonomic variables, heart
rate, pupil size and diastolic blood pressure at about 60 minutes post-injection,
cognitive impairment was found only at 2 to 4 hours post-injection. Further,
in both auditory monitoring and visual oddity matching significant atropine-
related deficits were observed only after performance had been degraded
either by low signal quality or by sleep loss. Note that these effects were
quite specific in that atropine potency was not enhanced by low S-R compatibility
or high time uncertainty. Fifth, although sleep deprivation effects did not
interact with those of time uncertainty, sleep loss did cause slowing of motor
speed. This finding seems consistent with Sanders' (1983) hypothesis that
sleep loss also impairs a motor adjustment stage in the reaction process.

Taken together, the findings with atropine are consistent with Warburton's
(1977) view that cholinergic blockade produces an impairment signal discrimi-
nation which, depending on task characteristics, may be seen either as loss
of accuracy or slowing in response speed. In the signal detection tasks, the
decrease in flits and increase in False Alarms suggest that in the atropine
state irrelevant or unattended stimuli cannot be filtered out in the normal
fashion.

These results also suggest that the well-known effects of the cholinergic
blockade and of sleep loss on recall and recognition may not be due to failure
of consolidation or decay of the memory trace but instead to impairment of
stimulus discrimination. Results recently reported by Dunne and Hartley
(1985) in their studies of scopolamine effects on verbal memory are quite
consistent with this hypothesis. They concluded that scopolamine modulates
selective attention rather than memory consolidation processes and they invite
greater consideration of attentional processes in any hypotheses concerning
the effects of anticholinergic drugs on memory.

There is now considerable evidence that the effects of cholinergic antago-
nists on information processing are not due to peripheral cholinergic blockade.
For example, Baker et al. found that atropine-induced pupillary dilation
impaired visual acuity only for short-distance targets. Wesnes and Warburton
(1984) showed that methscopolamine, a peripheral cholinergic blocker, did not
cause deficit on a visual vigilance task. Dunne and Hartley (1985) found that
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scopolamine impaired recall of words in dichotic listening tasks. Our
finding that atropine impaired auditory vigilance is consistent with the
general conclusion that the effects of atropine and scopolamine on information
processing are centrally mediated.

What is the significance of these findings for performance of military
jobs? First, any job in the field that requires high speed and accurate
signal processing is likely to be vulnerable to atropine effects. Monitoring
tasks such as radar, sonar, communications, or tracking tasks such as piloting,
driving, and missile control are examples. Second, atropine-related impair-
ment of accuracy and speed of signal processing will likely increase dramatically
at dusk or in fog or in other conditions that impair signal quality. Finally,
atropine impairment of information processing will likely be potentiated by
sleep loss and in fact may be manifested only in the sleep-deprived state.

Atropine up to 2mg spares functions associated with response selection
and motor control. Assuming that the selectivity of atropine effects holds
for higher doses, soldiers dosed with atropine should be able to perform
routine motor tasks about as well as in a normal state.

The effects of atropine on the autonomic variables are well documented
in other laboratories and do not require interpretive discussion. It is
perhaps important to note that except for pupil dilation these effects had
returned approximately to baseline levels before we found any systematic effects
on information processing.

The multi,)lc sleep latency test which we introduced in Year 2 is of interest
because it prov%,ides a direct measure of sleep tendency, or sleepiness. Sleep
latencies were reduced both by atropine, confirming self-reports, and by
sleep deprivation. Sleepiness, indexed by short sleep latencies, increased
shortly after atropine injection and pers-isted to the final assessment of
the afternoon. It is possible that sleepiness following atropine injection
is responsible for the link between atropine and sleep deprivation in their
effects on perceptual processing.
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